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Dots  Nave-a:.3er 29, 1963 

(1) 
HARRY NIER, Attorney, 515 Denver U. S. National raaa:c 
1700 Broadway, Denver, Colorado, was advised that we desired to ask him certain questions in connection with his 

possible knowledge of LEE OSWALD, that he did not have to cake any statemant, that any statement made by him could be used against him in a court of law, and that if he desired to consult an attorney prior to answering any questions, he could do so. 

NIER stated that he would cooperate with the FBI in 
the investigation of the assassination of President REMEDY. 

ram advised that he recalls having a haated discuasion with apprc-zimately four an at a party sponsored by the Cliff Dwellers Organization at the Petroleum Club in early 1962. NIER stated that he recalls that the discussion cantered around Cuba. NIER stated that he does not know the identity of the four othcr 
cart involved in this discussion. NIER stated that he did not make any statements to the effect that he was going to Mexico 
and/or. Cuba and would see a an named OSWALD. NIER stated that 
he has observed photographs of LEE OSWALD appearing in the local press and that he Cos not know this individual, nor does as 
know any person named Ti2, OSWALD. 

At this point HARRY NIER advised he did not wish to furnish Agents any further information without a witness on his behalf being p::eaent or without the service := having the 
re" ainder of the conversation placed on a -a 	-.:corder.-accorder. NIER uas advised the only information desired by aaa :_11 at this time was concerning his alleged acquaintance with OSWALD and that no further information was needed at this time. The interview 
was thereupon tz-_:-__-.L-21:t.cd. 
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HARRY NIER, Denver Attomay, is publicly known as the 
Chairman, Denver Chapter, Fairplay For Cuba Coamittaa. 

A characterization Gf the Denver Chapter, Fairly For 
Cuba Cormittee Ix contained, lu the appendix hercCo. 

Q.) 


